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THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO

M  E  M  O  R  A  N D  U  M

Date: June 21, 2012

To: Eduardo Luna, City Auditor

From: Kelly Broughton, Director, Development Services Department

Subject: Management Response to the Draft Performance Audit
Development Services Department’s Project Tracking System

Development Services Department (DSD) appreciated the opportunity to have the auditor’s staff 
review a key tool used by the department since it was implemented in 2001, the Project Tracking 
System (PTS). As the name implies, this tool is used to manage projects through the City’s 
review and inspection process.

Following are the Departments responses to the findings and recommendations contained in the 
draft audit report:

Finding 1: DSD has not Implemented Sufficient Controls over its Project Tracking System to 
Adequately Mitigate the Risk of Improper Activity

Response: We do not agree with this finding.

PTS has users who perform their duties using software clients within the City’s 
network and also through other public carrier networks.  The Auditor reviewed 
how this security worked and noted no weaknesses which could be exploited by 
non- employees in or outside the City network.

The Auditor then looked at employee access and DSD authorization forms since 
PTS was implemented in 2001.  The Auditor had no issues as to whether or not 
staff had been authorized to use PTS or that processes to authorize access were a 
problem.  We did, however, detect unauthorized access of an account during the 
audit that turned out to belong to an auditor.  We followed City processes and 
suspended the account.  Unfortunately employees and managers in three 
departments felt they were then accused of violating Municipal Code and Charter 
provisions by the City Auditor (email 05/25/2011 Alan Watkins - Attached).
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Recommendation No. 1: The Development Services Department (DSD) must immediately 
implement controls in the Project Tracking System (PTS) Production Environment to prevent 
inappropriate modifications to PTS. Specifically, DSD should instruct the Database 
Administrator to:

a) Remove the IT Program Manager position’s programmer account and ability to directly 
log into the system’s database.

b) Remove programmer access to the Production Environment.

c) Remove programmer access to privileged accounts, except those used by the database 
administrators and for emergency fixes, by locking the accounts and changing the 
passwords. Where privileged accounts are required for emergency fixes, DSD should 
limit programmer access through a restricted number of highly monitored accounts. In 
addition, the permissible use of these accounts should be governed through formal 
policies. 

d) Ensure that programmers do not have access to modify or disable system triggers in the 
Production Environment.

e) Ensure PTS records a detailed audit trail of key information, including the prior data 
entries, the username of the person who changed the data and the timestamp noting when 
the change occurred.

DSD should also direct the System Administrator to comprehensively document the Software 
Change Management processes, and associated risks and controls for each environment.  

Response: Disagree with this recommendation.

DSD disagrees with the auditor’s opinion that adequate software change 
management processes are not being followed by the department.  DSD follows 
appropriate access protocols; and documents and records changes in the system 
appropriately.  We believe the authorities currently granted to employees are 
appropriate and proper.

Again, while the auditor could not find any unauthorized modifications and
improper changes to PTS and points to potential risk, DSD does not believe 
changing the way it is implementing this critical information technology solution 
is warranted.

Recommendation No. 2: In order to reduce the risk of inappropriate system use by an employee, 
DSD should perform a Separation of Duties (SOD) assessment to ensure that employees only 
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have the access they need to perform their functions, complying with the principle of least 
privilege. Specifically, DSD should:

a) Review all PTS user roles and limit the capabilities for roles that provide broad access to 
PTS’ functions.

b) Review current user access to PTS’ roles and restrict access to only those roles necessary 
and appropriate for each user’s function. This includes restricting the DSD Director’s 
access to a more appropriate level, such as “read-only.”

c) Review current role combinations to ensure that no combination grants excessive or 
inappropriate access, and immediately remove any conflicting combinations.

d) Create a comprehensive policy that identifies all prohibited role combinations and 
documents compensating controls to mitigate any risk when a segregation of duty conflict 
must exist for business

Response: Disagree with this recommendation.

The department already performs a separation of duties assessment and believes 
all roles and access within PTS is appropriately assigned.

Recommendation No. 3:  DSD should restructure its organizational arrangement so that the DSD 
IT Program Manager position no longer oversees both the IT function and the individuals who 
collect and reconcile fees and transmit that information to the City Treasurer and Comptroller’s 
Office.

Response: Disagree with this recommendation.

The auditor did not find any fraud as a result of the current functional 
arrangement of these staff and managers nor did the report give any clear example 
of how this arrangement could result in any incident of fraud.

Recommendation No. 4: The Development Services Department (DSD) should immediately 
begin comprehensively documenting PTS and facilitate the transition of Application 
Development and Maintenance (ADM) functions to the ADM vendor as soon as feasible. 
Further, DSD must ensure that the vendor takes over management and monitoring of all 
privileged accounts in the production environment.

Response: Partially agree with this recommendation.  DSD does not agree that PTS needs 
additional documentation.  DSD is assisting the San Diego Data Processing 
Corporation’s (SDDPC) transition of the ADM functions from SDDPC staff to 
the new ADM vendor per the City/Vendor agreed upon schedule. ADM functions 
have never been in DSD.
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Finding 2: DSD Staff do not consistently Charge Accurate Permit Fees as a Result of 
Multiple Issues Including Deficiencies in PTS.

Response: We do not agree with this finding.

This section of the audit focuses as much if not more with fee complexity, staff 
performance, and organizational structure as opposed to a performance audit of 
PTS.  When making recommendations in this section of the report regarding the 
deficiencies of the tracking system, the auditor still clearly does not understand 
the complexity of DSD and other agency fees and how staff interfaces with PTS 
as a project progresses through review, permitting, and inspection.  The 
deficiencies that are incorrectly identified are then used by the auditor to suggest 
PTS solutions that would cause fee error risks rather than reduce them because of 
the lack of understanding of our fees and process.

The auditor states “…that Development Services Department (DSD) staff make a 
significant number of errors assessing fees … and we identified projects that had 
been undercharged by as much as $37,000 and overcharged by as much as 
$345,000.” This example given is a construction debris deposit, which is 100% 
refundable, and is not a fee. It even hides in a footnote that this large overcharge 
was corrected within days of it being charged and well before the project had been 
completed.

The report relies almost exclusively on 197 DSD staff performance audits 
conducted at project setup. Over half of those audits are from a limited number of 
staff members that were under disciplinary action for poor performance. The 
purpose of DSD audits is to see how well staff follows written procedures in 
setting up projects; to catch and correct issues early in the process; and determine 
where we need to focus training and/or revisit procedures or other tools staff use 
to perform their jobs. Quite simply, they are a management tool. We correct 
errors discovered in these audits 100% of the time. In fact, we informed the 
Auditor that utilization of staff performance audits is not a representative sample 
but rather biased and that it would be inappropri ate to use it.  It is not factual to 
state that DSD staff “… make a significant number of errors assessing fees…” 
based upon these DSD audits.

Deficiencies cited by the auditor in PTS demonstrate a lack of understanding of 
the complexity of DSD processes and fees and how staff uses PTS. 

Recommendation No. 5:  The Development Services Department should:

a) Review its current staffing model for the Submittal and Issuance Groups; 
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b) Determine if the “generalist” approach is the most effective option to meet operational 
needs and accommodate staff skills; and if not,

c) Identify and implement an alternative staffing structure.

Response: See response to Recommendation No. 6 below.

Recommendation No. 6:  The Development Services Department should consider available
options to reduce workloads in the submittal and issuance groups, including re-allocating staff 
resources to this function.

Response: Partially agree with this recommendation.

DSD management had already begun working with labor on ideas to reassign and 
reorganize work in areas of the department that had largely been staffed by 
generalist classifications.  Over the previous three years, a combination of 
reductions in staffing as a result of the economic downturn, increases in 
regulatory complexities, and a restructuring of department work load led us to 
these discussions.  The first phase of the proposed changes were implemented 
prior to the beginning of this audit.  The second phase is currently undergoing 
implementation and the next step requires meet and confer.  This is currently 
being discussed with Human Relations.  These changes are aimed at providing 
solutions to the underlying issues identified in these two recommendations.

Recommendation No. 7: The Development Services Department should continue to conduct and 
document regular audits of fees at project submittal and resume conducting and documenting 
audits of fees during structural engineering review and at permit issuance. DSD should develop 
a written policy that establishes a minimum level of projects to be audited each month.

Response: Agree.

While the audit incorrectly stated that DSD began auditing in May 2011 -- DSD 
developed and implemented minimum auditing performance measures as part of 
its 2003 fee study with a goal of 5% of all projects regularly audited -- DSD 
agrees that regular audits should continue.

Recommendation No. 8:  DSD’s IT staff should work with supervisors over the Submittal Group 
and Structural Engineering to identify and create reports that would help them review fees 
charged by staff.

Response: Disagree with this recommendation.

DSD does not view this as the best methodology to help review fees charged.  
Instead we are proposing to continue to implement changes already begun or 
implemented that provide staff doing the actual data entry with indicators to 
question whether an appropriate fee has been charged, establishing minimum and 
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maximum fees that the system enforces, and limiting staff from proceeding with 
project completion when invalid or questionable entries are made.

Recommendation No. 9:  The Development Services Department (DSD) should strengthen 
Project Tracking System (PTS) controls over assessing fees by implementing:

a) Logic checks to ensure that fees are entered accurately and alert reviewers when apparent 
errors have been made in charging fees. For example, logic checks should alert reviewers 
if the square footage used to charge the Building Permit and the Construction and 
Demolition Debris Deposit fees does not match; if separate fees are charged for different 
project components when they should be combined; or if the type of construction used to 
charge different fees does not match.

b) Auto-populating features to reduce the necessity for repetitive data entry by staff. For 
example, if the project is being charged a Building Permit fee for 4,000 square feet of 
new single-family construction, the Project Tracking System should automatically add 
the Construction and Demolition Debris Recycling Deposit fee for a new 4,000 square 
foot single-family home.

c) Predictive controls to reduce staff fee choices based on prior data input, making accurate 
fee selection easier and quicker and reducing customer waiting times. For example, if the 
reviewer indicates that the project is for new single-family construction, the list of 
available fees should be limited to only those fees that may apply to a new single-family 
construction project.

Response: Disagree with this recommendation.

These recommendations were made with the auditor’s assertion that there are 
deficiencies in PTS.  We disagree with this and feel that the suggested solutions 
would add complexity to a program that would significantly increase Software 
Change Management costs; increase possibilities for new system errors being 
created that miscalculate fees and are harder to find; and are solutions that do not 
consider the constantly changing fee environment at the City.

Recommendation No. 10:  The Development Services Department (DSD) should ensure that the 
Project Tracking System (PTS) caps the Construction and Demolition Debris Recycling Deposit 
at the maximum level established by the City Council.  DSD should also ensure that PTS limits 
all fees to the correct maximum amounts to prevent overcharging customers.

Response: Agree with this recommendation.

During the audit his question was raised on fees that were determined by DSD to 
have already been capped.  DSD evaluated all similar fees and added additional 
caps where appropriate.
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Finding 3: PTS’ Current Reporting Capabilities do not Facilitate Effective Operational 
Management for Client Departments

Response: Partially agree with this finding.

As this and prior audits of DSD by previous audit entities and the current City 
Auditor have pointed out, a large number of processes, fees, and requirements for 
many organizations lead in and out of DSD.  This condition has evolved over 
many years as management and industry representatives have emphasized that 
DSD become a “one stop shop” for all development activity.  

DSD collects fees, enforces business rules, supports processes, provides data, and 
regulates development on behalf of many groups.  For example, just our list of 
outside City review entities is over 60.  We also collect fees for others agencies 
and City organizations that are double the amount collected in support of 
enterprise fund activities.  PTS was designed as a tool to manage projects through 
the City required review, approval, and inspection processes.   At the same time, it 
is expected to prevent, enforce, and remind staff to implement these outside DSD 
agency and department requirements.  

While City department senior management has not raised formal concerns with 
DSD’s performance, it is not a surprise to receive an answer in the affirmative 
when the auditor asks any of these department or agency’s line staff or middle 
management whether PTS data could be used to support their operations.  DSD 
does not, however, believe a core business function of DSD is to generate such 
reports.  Just the ever changing public records legal and security issues alone are 
beyond the scope of DSD’s core function.  This would be better left to a more 
central IT solution.

Recommendation No. 11:   The Development Services Department should work with all 
departments that require custom reports to identify their reporting requirements and the most 
cost-effective way to generate all necessary reports. This recommendation pertains to the 
reporting requirements of the Transportation and Stormwater Department, the Environmental 
Services Department, and the Public Works Department, as well as any other City departments 
that require custom reports to increase productivity and efficiency.

Response: Disagree with recommendation.  See response to Finding No. 3 above.

Recommendation No. 12:  The Development Services Department should establish formal 
agreements, such as Service Level Agreements, with each of its client departments that require 
custom reports, including the Transportation and Stormwater Department, the Environmental 
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Services Department, and the Public Works Department, as well as any other City departments 
that require custom reports to increase productivity and efficiency. These agreements should 
establish clear responsibilities for report generation, including:

a) Specific procedures for client departments to request custom reports from the Project 
Tracking System, including the information required in the report and the format of the 
report (electronic or hard-copy);

b) Timelines for the Development Services Department to respond to report requests with an 
estimated cost and completion date; 

c) Funding sources that will be used to pay for the creation of the report; and 

d) Procedures that allow client departments to generate reports on demand from the Project 
Tracking System.

Response: Disagree with recommendation.  See response to Finding 3 above.

Finding 4: DSD has not developed a Long-Term Information Technology Strategy to Meet 
Business and Customer Needs Cost Effectively

Response: Partially agree with finding.

DSD routinely refines and updates PTS in response to changing technology,
changing work conditions, and changing processes, business needs, fees, etc.  As 
part of each comprehensive fee study, DSD has revaluated PTS and the future of 
technology in its rate studies.  In addition, DSD management consistently attends 
technology conferences, talk with industry peers, and meet with product vendors 
about the ever changing options for replacement of PTS.  DSD has not committed 
this approach to writing as we have not had a business need nor seen a less 
expensive solution to its project tracking needs.  

Recommendation No. 13: The Development Services Department and City management should 
develop a formal, written five-year information technology strategic plan. This plan should 
include, but not be limited to, an analysis and identification of:

a) Current and anticipated business needs;

b) Internal and external customer requirements;

c) Current trends in system functionalities and security, including services that can be 
offered via the internet; 

d) Options to meet business and customer requirements cost-effectively, including a cost 
benefit analysis of retaining PTS over the long term or replacing it with a new system—
either developed in-house or a customized commercial software system; and 
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e) Anticipated funding needs and source of funds.

Response: Partially agree with recommendation.

DSD is beginning a request for proposal process for another comprehensive fee 
study that is conducted approximately every three years.  As part of this process, 
DSD will again revisit IT needs for the next three years and will document their 
findings about the strategy for PTS and other IT initiatives.  DSD will seek 
outside stakeholder input and recommendations for consideration in the rate study 
deliberations during this effort.

Kelly Broughton
Development Services Director

KGB/mtf

Attachment: E-mail dated May 25, 2011, Alan Watkins
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Myers, Jim
From: Watkins, Alan
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 9:20 PM
To: Constantin, Chris
Cc: Lastomirsky, Steve; Lewis, Mary; Broughton, Kelly; Myers, Jim; Atkinson, Laura; Luna, 

Eduardo; Elser, Kyle; Hall, Barbara; Morgan, Larry; Gomez, Stephen; Glick, Sara; Bond, 
Debra; Stevens, Michael

Subject: RE: City Auditor access to DSD Oracle Database
Attachments: RE: Auditor Access to DSD's PTS Application Data

Chris,  
 

I understand that telephone conversations have occurred between you and Debra Bond, and 
maybe others in your office, on this topic.  As you know, Kyle setup a meeting next Tuesday to 
address this issue.  
 

My role and responsibility is to manage and monitor both security and internal controls of the 
City’s IT systems and data.  By no means was SDDPC, DSD nor our office questioning the legal 
authority of the Office of the City Auditor to conduct your business in performing audits of City (or 
SDDPC) data pursuant to the City Charter or Municipal Code.  DSD Management (Kelly Broughton 
and Jim Myers) and SDDPC (Barbara Hall, et.al.) were acting under the direction of my message sent 
to Eduardo on Monday, 05/23/2011 (which most of the recipients on this message also received).  
Based on your allegation below, I am the individual who should be held responsible for the temporary 
revocation of Stephen’s access (see attached Email chain), although I am not personally aware of the 
SDDPC technical staff who would have executed the revocation.  As a statement of fact, there has 
been no “specific intent of obstructing” the audit [emphasis added] and none of us have any issue 
with the fact that the Office of the City Auditor requires (and has legal standing) to obtain or access 
City data.  While the Charter provides authority for Auditor access to data, it does not mandate the 
process or manner of such access.  Our issue was only with the manner in which such access was 
requested and granted, not your authority.  At issue was access to the live, production database 
versus alternate access to the necessary data to conduct your audit.  One of the concerns is direct 
database-level access, as opposed to application-level access which includes security controls, and 
another concern was having queries or other data retrieval tasks running against the production 
database, where active transactions are occurring, may cause a performance issue to DSD’s business 
operations.  
 

To facilitate Stephen’s required access to the necessary data, my internal controls requirement 
was that the request for such access comes from someone above his level to approve the access for 
a valid business purpose (an audit), and not to have SDDPC or any City department just rely solely 
on the request of the specific staff member.  This provides a check-and-balance for future audits of 
such access.  Your affirmative statement below, that Stephen “was operating with the authority of 
our office and approval of audit management,” satisfies this requirement.  
 

As far as the manner in which access is granted - to conduct an audit covering a particular 
past time period (as opposed to a potential investigation of ongoing fraud and abuse which your 
office may conduct), the preferred method of accessing or obtaining the data is for SDDPC to provide 
the authorized audit staff with a snapshot copy of the database in question.  Access to the live, 
production database should not be necessary for an ‘after-the-fact’ audit.  Separately, SDDPC has 
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asked our office about who should be charged for any of their billable services.  That matter will still 
need to be resolved, but should not be allowed to cause any delay in the current audit that Stephen 
needs to complete [Larry, Laura, and Barbara – take note of this].  
 

I hope this clarifies the issue and any verbal comments you may have heard.  I am happy to 
further discuss this matter with you at the meeting next week.  
 
-Alan.  
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
Alan B. Watkins  
IT Operations & Security Manager  
City of San Diego, Department of Information Technology  
1010 2nd Ave., Suite 500E  
San Diego,  CA  92101-4998  
(619) 533-3796  [office]  
(619) 533-3254  [Fax]  
[AWatkins@sandiego.gov]
[http://www.sandiego.gov/it/]
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
Stay Safe in Cyberspace - STOP. THINK. CONNECT.TM
Securing Our eCity.Org - San Diego’s Regional Public-Private Partnership  
Stay Safe Online.Org - National Cyber Security Alliance  
 
Please consider the environment before printing this message.  
 

From: Bond, Debra  
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 05:08 PM 
To: Watkins, Alan 
Subject: FW: City Auditor access to DSD Oracle Database 
Importance: High 
�
�����
�
From: Constantin, Chris  
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 4:48 PM 
To: Morgan, Larry 
Cc: Hall, Barbara; Stevens, Michael; Bond, Debra; Luna, Eduardo; Elser, Kyle; Glick, Sara; Gomez, Stephen 
Subject: City Auditor access to DSD Oracle Database 
Importance: High 
�
Larry, 
 
Based on communications provided by audit staff, DPC was directed to cease City Auditor’s Office read-only 
access to Development Service’s Oracle database.  Steve Gomez, an auditor from our office, requested and received 
access to this database in accordance with the City Charter.  The information provided in the database is critical to 
objectives of our audit. 
 
As has been provided to your office previously, Section 39.2 of the City Charter states: 
 
“The City Auditor shall have access to, and authority to examine any and all records, documents, systems and files 
of the City and/or other property of any City department, office or agency, whether created by the Charter or 
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otherwise. It is the duty of any officer, employee or agent of the City having control of such records to permit 
access to, and examination thereof, upon the request of the City Auditor or his or her authorized representative. It 
is also the duty of any such officer, employee or agent to fully cooperate with the City Auditor, and to make full 
disclosure of all pertinent information.” 
 
Mr. Gomez was operating with the authority of our office and approval of audit management to obtain access to 
the requested information.  As such, DPC and DSD are required to comply with our office’s request.  The issues 
leading to the revocation of access do not hold merit, run afoul of the City Charter section cited above, and appear 
to constitute a violation of San Diego Municipal Code Section 22.0711, the City’s Improper Influence Ordinance 
which specifies: 
 
“§22.0711 Improper Influence of Outside Professionals and Obstruction of the City Auditor 
(b) It shall be unlawful for any elected official, officer, or employee of the City, or anyone acting under their 
direction, to take any action to coerce or fraudulently influence, manipulate or mislead the City Auditor or any 
member of his or her staff in the conduct of an audit with the specific intent of obstructing such audit or rendering 
any report of such audit materially misleading. 
(d) Any person who violates section 22.0711(a), 22.0711(b) or 22.0711(c), or who counsels, aids, abets, advises, or 
participates with another to commit such violation, is guilty of a misdemeanor and is subject to the penalties set 
forth in Chapter 1 of the Municipal Code.” 
 
If access is revoked, our office must investigate this situation and consider proceeding with actions authorized 
under the Municipal Code Improper Influence Ordinance.  This investigation would require DPC identify the 
specific individuals who directed the revocation of access to the database, a list of the individuals from DPC or any 
other department who facilitated the revocation of access, and the production of all emails, written communication, 
phone messages, and any other relevant evidence regarding the revocation action.  Further, we would request DPC 
produce the written law or regulation granting authority to restrict a Charter level office from gaining access to City 
information where authority for access is specifically granted by the City Charter. 
 
Let me know if you would like to discuss this further or have any questions. 
 
Regards, 
Chris Constantin 
�
Chris Constantin MPA, CFE, CLEA 
Assistant City Auditor 
 
Office of the City Auditor 
City of San Diego 
1010 Second Avenue, Suite 1400 
14th Floor East Tower, MS 614B 
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
(619) 533-3007 Direct ~ (619) 533-3036 Fax 
http://www.sandiego.gov/auditor
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Please consider the environment before printing this email. 
______________________________________________ 
NOTICE TO RECIPIENT: This e-mail is meant only for the intended recipient of the transmission, and may be a communication 
privileged by law. If you received this e-mail in error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly 
prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete this message. 
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CONFIDENTIAL: In accordance with Government Code Section 36525 - papers, correspondence, memoranda, or any substantive 
information pertaining to any audit not completed or such material not used in support of any report resulting from the audit are restricted 
from the release to the public by the City Auditor. 
�


